
   
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 SCHOOL DOG PROPOSAL 
  

Dear Parent/Guardian, 

 

Since returning to school in September we have prioritised the welfare of 
children at Pen Afan. We have tried our best to ensure that the children have 
settled back into the routine of school and we have aimed at making school a 
fun, safe and secure environment for learning. 

We aim to continue to focus on the wellbeing of our children in the long term. 
One idea we are considering is the introduction of a school dog.  The dog in 
consideration belongs to Mr Russell and is a Sprocker (Springer and Cocker 
cross) Spaniel breed called Beau. She is 7 years old and is extremely loving, 
gentle and intelligent. She would make a fantastic school wellbeing dog and 
would be loved greatly by the staff and pupils alike. Beau would initially spend 
her time in Year 5/6 until she becomes familiar with the school setting with the 
longer-term goal of using her across the school.  

 

Wellbeing dogs have been working in schools for the past five years across the UK with evidence indicating 
that benefits include: 
Cognitive – Companionship with a dog stimulates memory, problem-solving and game-playing.  

Social - A dog provides a positive mutual topic for discussion, encourages responsibility, wellbeing and focused 
interaction with others.  

Emotional – A school dog improves self-esteem, acceptance from others and lifts mood, often provoking 
laughter and fun. Dogs can also teach compassion and respect for other living things as well as relieving 
anxiety.  

Physical – Interaction with a ‘furry friend’ reduces blood-pressure, provides tactile stimulation, assists with 
pain management, gives motivation to move, walk and stimulates the senses.   

Environmental – A dog in a school increases the sense of a family environment, with all of the above benefits 
continuing long after the school day is over.  



   
 

  
 

Reading – Reading to dogs has been proven to help children develop literacy skills and build confidence, 
through both the calming effect the dog’s presence has on children as well as the fact that a dog will listen to 
children read without being judged or criticised. This comforting environment helps to nurture children’s 
enthusiasm for reading and provides them with the confidence to read aloud. 

 

Whilst there are numerous benefits to Beau joining our school, we recognise there are some concerns you 
may have. Please be assured that the school has been working with external agencies to ensure these areas 
have been considered. 

What if my child is allergic to dogs? 

It is understandable that some of you may be concerned about possible allergic reactions to a school dog. 
Beau will be subjected to the most thorough cleanliness and grooming regime. She will also only be allowed in 
situations with pupils who voluntarily wish to work with her. 

How will Beau be cared for? 

Beau will be extremely well looked after. She will live with Mr Russell (Year 5/6 Classteacher) and his family 
and will come into school most days, but will stay safely in Mrs Phelps intervention room until Beau is 
comfortable with her surroundings. She will, in time, listen to pupils read in a controlled setting and will 
always be accompanied by a member of staff. Beau is trained to a very good standard, affectionate and 
intelligent so she will be extremely well-behaved. Whilst Beau is in school, she will have access to a dog pen 
and crate in the intervention room where she can relax and enjoy her own ’safe space’ during non-contact 
time. Beau will visit the vet frequently for all her injections as well as regular check-ups. If Beau is unwell for 
any reason then she will stay at home with a family dog-sitter.   

My child is scared of dogs 

Some children may have had an upsetting experience and/or have a fear of 
dogs (or other animals). Beau will only be in contact with children whose 
parents/carers are happy for their child to work with her. Beau is used to being 
around children and lives with Mr Russell’s children who are five and two so 
Beau is calm and gentle around children. Experience and research show that, 
with proper guidance and handling, children can learn to overcome their fear 
of animals and grow in respect and appreciation for them. 

The school has a ‘no dogs’ policy 

Our school does have a ‘no dogs’ policy. However, as Beau is training to be a 
wellbeing school dog, specific rules will apply to her, as a member of our team. 
When moving around the school, Beau will always be accompanied by a 
member of staff. Beau will also be fully insured to carry out her role thus 
allowing her to be on the school site. Beau will not be allowed to roam the site 
freely so there will be no issues with toileting. A private grassed area which is 
not accessible to pupils will be used for Beau’s outdoor toileting. 



   
 

  
 

We hope you will join us in welcoming Beau to our family and embrace all that she has to offer. Beau will 
hopefully be introduced to the school in the new year and will be introduced to the staff and her new 
surroundings before she meets the children. Should you not wish your child to come into contact with our 
school dog then please do let us know. You can do this by getting in touch with the school by email 
penafanprimary@npt.school  

I do hope you will see the benefits of our new addition to the team and we are certain Beau will provide 
excellent support to our pupils and staff. 

 

 

Thank you for your continued support, 

Rob Appleby 
Headteacher 
The Federated Primary Schools of the Upper Afan Valley 


